Irish Wolfhounds Dog Classes Results 2016
Judge: Sue L. Cole

Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Dogs.
1 5 CILL CHUILLINN'S RUAILLE BUAILLE. HP51251508. 03/13/16. breeder: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner. By CH Gabriel's Oisin Of Rosehill, JC, CGC - GCH CH Cill Chuillinn's Quicksilver. owner: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner.

2 7 MURDOCH OF CILL CHUILLINN. HP51251510. 03/13/16. breeder: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner. By CH Gabriel's Oisin Of Rosehill, JC, CGC - GCH CH Cill Chuillinn's Quicksilver. owner: Patty Berkovitz and Casey Kilcullen-Steiner.


Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Dogs.
1 11 COLERAINE'S CATHBHADH INCUBATOR JONES. HP50906409. 12/29/15. breeder: Maura High. By CH Taliesin's Realtbhuion - CH Coleraine's Solitary Moon. owner: Maura High and Mike & Alissa Muffley.

Puppy, 12 to 18 Months Dogs.


A 17 STARKEEPER CALOREN AMBER DECLAN. HP50498802. 06/13/15. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne. By CH Hound Hill Vanderbilt Of Aerie - CAN.AM.GCH Glenamadda Starkeeper Chevonne. owner: Judith Callender and Jocelyne Gagne.


Novice Dogs.


Bred-by-Exhibitor Dogs.


33 CASTLEMAINE LAISSEZ LES BON TEMPS ROULER. HP49282701. 03/13/15. owners: By CH Malachi Of Castlemain - CH Castlemaine's Nola. owner: Marilyn Shaw and R. Greg Shaw.

2 35 O'LUGH'S SINGLE MALT SCOTCH. HP47283701. 02/10/14. owner: Andrea & Michael Dormady.

3 37 KELLYKERRY BARBANCOURT OF AERIE. HP49093901. 02/06/15. breeder: Doug Marx, Amy Benjamin, & Glenn Myer. By CH Hound Hill Vanderbilt Of Aerie - CH Kellykerry Keynote Of Aerie. owner: Doug Marx and Amy Benjamin & Glenn Myer.


American-Bred Dogs.


43 GEMINI'S YOU'VE GOT A FRIEND IN ME. HP45091901. 03/14/13. breeder: Marian Levin & Donita Osborne. By CH Connemara's Pagan Justice - CH Wolfhaven Affair To Remember. owner: Marian Levin and Donita Osborne.


51 CILL CHUILLINN'S MORE THAN A PINT. HP47115602. 01/20/14. breeder: Casey Kilcullen-Steiner. By CH Castlemaine's Salinger - GCH Cill Chuillinn's Quicksilver. owner: Robert & Deborah Graves.


3 57 BERRYBRIAR CARAGLEN IEISE AR CARROWMORAGH. HP46053903. 08/09/13. breeder: Bev Stobart & Susan Stobart & Gretchen Bernardi & Tina. By CH Shellane Braniff - CH Caraglen Berwyck Lucciola. owner:
Jeanne Patterson and Tina Berry & Mark Berry.

2 59 KELLYKERRY KEIRAN OF AERIE. HP49093904. 02/06/15. breeder: Doug Marx & Glen Myer & Amy Benjamin. By Hound Hill Vanderbilt Of Aerie - Kellykerry Keynote Of Aerie. owner: Josie Lee and Glen Myer & Amy Benjamin.

Open Dogs.


3 63 STARKEEPER'S DAVINCI, CGC. HP49179101. 12/05/14. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne. By GCH Carrickaneena Tyrconnell - GCH Glenamadda Starkeeper Chevonne. owner: Christine Buckner.

1 65 STARKEEPER SILVERTHORNE NETTLE. HP49039301. 11/05/14. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne. By GCH Ard Rhi's Aegg Of Aran - CH Glenamadda Starkeeper Clodagh. owner: Carole Silverthorne and Jocelyne Gagne.


Winners Dog: 29 TALIESIN'S RHIONGANEDD. HP45339302. From Bred-by Dog

Reserve: 49 ROCKHART WINDIGO. HP48545401. From Am-bred Dog